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OVERVIEW

IOM DTM in collaboration with the World Health Organization (WHO) and the state Ministry of Health have been conducting monitoring of individuals moving into Nigeria’s conflict-affected northeastern states of Adamawa and Borno under pillar four (Points of entry) of COVID 19 preparedness and response planning guidelines.

During the period 16 to 22 May 2020, 412 movements were observed at twenty two Points of Entries in Adamawa and Borno states. Of the total movements recorded, five were incoming from Nord in Cameroon while 131 were incoming from Extreme-Nord of Cameroon.

A range of data was collected during the assessment to better inform on migrants’ nationalities, gender, reasons for moving, mode of transportation and timeline of movement as shown in Figures 1 to 4 below:

MAIN NATIONALITIES OBSERVED (FIG. 1)

GENDER (FIG. 2)

REASONS FOR MOVEMENT (FIG. 3)

MODE OF TRANSPORTATION (FIG. 4)

TEMPERATURES TAKEN (FIG. 5)

HAVE YOU HAD ANY OF THESE SYMPTOMS IN THE LAST 14 DAYS? (FIG. 7)

HAVE YOU COME IN CONTACT WITH ANYONE WHO IS SICK IN THE LAST 14 DAYS? (FIG. 8)

PASSENGERS HEALTH SCREENING

Through interviews with travelers by enumerators at Points of Entry, information was obtained from travelers’ points of departures, intended destination, vulnerabilities, temperatures, reasons for moving and mode of transport. Additional questions concerning the COVID-19 pandemic were asked to determine if travelers exhibit any symptoms of coronavirus; if they had come in contact with anyone who exhibiting such symptoms or might have died from it?

Furthermore, the assessment was to check if travelers had taken any medications in the last 24 hours and also to know if they are aware of the authorities to call in case of emergencies. The results are shown in figures 5 to 8.

For more information or to report an alert, please contact:
Henry Kwenin, DTM Project Coordinator: hkwenin@iom.int | +234 903 8852 524